TOWN OF WINTER PARK
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 8:00AM
following the Planning Commission
Online Meeting (instructions on second page)
AGENDA
I.
II.

Meeting Call to Order
Roll Call of BOA Members

III.

Minutes for Review: April 28, 2020

IV.

Conflicts of Interest

V.

NEW BUSINESS:
A. 313 Northwoods Place – Front Setback
B. 319 Northwoods Place – Front Setback
C. 325 Northwoods Place – Front Setback

Computer Log-In Instructions
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86799983765?pwd=andGdkVMUVJWRW54Zm96aS8wTlFLZz09
Password: 892368
Phone Log-In Instructions
Dial In Numbers
+1 346 248 7799
Webinar ID: 867 9998 3765
Password: 892368
You can log into the Zoom meeting through the link above to view what is projected on the screen. You
can use either your computer audio or the number above. Everyone will be muted upon entry into the
meeting to ensure that we have manageable background noise and limited interruptions.
Public Hearing Process
If you would like to participate in the public hearing, please follow these instructions so we can make sure
everyone that wants to speak has the opportunity. When you log into Zoom you will be automatically muted
to limit background noise. When the public hearing is opened for public comment, please use the “raise
your hand” feature and staff will unmute citizens in the order they were received. To enable “raise your
hand” feature, click on the “Participates” button the bottom of the screen.
If you are signed in to the Zoom meeting through the computer, there is an option to type comments
directly through the “Chat” feature. You can indicate using that feature that you intend to make a comment
and if you wish to make that comment by typing, Town Staff can read the comment for you. If you have
technical difficulties making a public comment, you can always e-mail our Planning Tech Irene Kilburn at
Ikilburn@wpgov.com

TOWN OF WINTER PARK
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8:00AM
following the Planning Commission
MINUTE
I.
II.

The BOA Meeting was called to order at 10:48 am
Roll Call indicated present: Chairman Holzwarth, BOA Members Doug Robbins, Roger
Kish, Dave Barker and George Stevens. Community Development Director James
Shockey and Town Planner Hugh Bell are also present.

III.

No BOA Minutes available for Review.

IV.

Conflicts of Interest . None.

V.

NEW BUSINESS:
A. 76 Idlewild Lane - Rear and Side Setback / Building Coverage

Director Shockey presents the resolution included in the electronic packet sent to the BOA Members on
April 24, 2020. Director Shockey tells the BOA that the resolution was taken to the Legal Counsel in order
to give it a timeframe in which the applicant needs to get a Building Permit issued. The BOA cannot give a
timeframe to the applicant in which a Certificate of Occupancy must be obtained. The issuance of the
Certificate of Occupancy depends on the Building Department regulations and the International Building
Code 2015. The moment the Certificate of Occupancy is issued, the variance is certified. The Building
Permit must be issued by April 14, 2022. This is in accordance to the applicant’s request for a period of two
years to start the construction instead of one year.
Holzwarth asks BOA Member Kish if his question about the east setback has been answered. BOA Member
Kish replies that his inquiry was addressed.
The applicant, Ms. Shanna Lalley, comes forward and she states that they agree with what was written in the
resolution. She hopes the BOA approves it.
Chairman Holzwarth opens the BOA Meeting for members of the public to make comments. No one
comes forward.
Chairman Holzwarth asks the BOA Members if they would like to discuss this topic. None of the BOA
Members comes forward.
BOA Barker makes a motion to approve the resolution. BOA Stevens seconds. Chairman Holzwarth points
out at a typo about on his last name. Director Shockey says he will correct it before signage, and it will be
mailed to the applicant once it is signed.
The resolution is approved 5, 0.
BOA Member Stevens makes a motion to adjourn the BOA Meeting. BOA Member Barker seconds.
Upon a previously adopted motion, the meeting was adjourned at 10:56 am.

TO

Board of Adjustment

FROM

Hugh Bell, Planner

THRU

James Shockey, Community Development Director

DATE

June 9, 2020

RE

Setback Variance Request – 313 Northwoods Place, Lot 19, Lakota Park
Subdivision

Applicant: PM Winter Park LLC
Description of Variance Request:
Request for 10’ setback on front property line for the proposed multi-family dwelling.
Owner’s Reasons Why the Variance Should Be Granted:
“The site plan depicting the Lot as currently configured with a 20’ front yard setback is shown on
Schedule 1, attached hereto. The Lot may be used for Multifamily Residential Use as provided in the
Lakota Final Development Plan Application dated September 1, 1998 and approved by the Town of
Winter Park by Ordinance No. 277, Series of 1998 recorded September 21, 1998 at Reception No.
98010148, and as amended by Ordinance No. 287, Series of 1999 recorded May 17, 1999 at Reception
No. 99005411, and as amended by Ordinance No. 289, Series of 1999 recorded June 7, 1999 at
Reception No. 99006078, and as amended by Ordinance No. 356, Series of 2005 recorded September
9, 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857 (collectively, and as the same may hereafter be further amended,
the “Lakota Ordinance”). As contemplated by the approved zoning, Applicant desires to build a duplex
on the Lot. The Lakota Ordinance provides for a 20ˊ front setback. However, the Lakota East Owners
Association, a Colorado nonprofit corporation (the “Association”) owns an existing retaining wall that
significantly encroaches into the rear portion of the Lot. The Association’s retaining wall is structurally
unsound and requires reconstruction and modification, but due to existing grades and slope stability
concerns, it is not possible to relocate the Association’s retaining wall off the Lot. As a consequence of
this unalterable condition, the front yard setback from the Northwoods Place right-of-way must be
reduced from 20ˊ as required under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures to 10’. Also
shown on the Schedule 1 site plan is the proposed front yard setback, which Applicant requests be
reduced to 10’ in order to accommodate the retaining wall encroachment. The proposed building footprint
on the Lot is depicted on the site plan depicted on Schedule 2, attached hereto.
Because of the unique circumstances set forth above, Applicant hereby requests a variance for the Lot
from the 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures,
to allow for the proposed front yard setback depicted on Schedule 1 and Schedule 2.
Contemporaneously with the submittal of this variance application, Applicant has submitted a separate
application to the Town of Winter Park (the “Town”) to resubdivide the Lot (and other lots in the
Northwoods subdivision) to permit development that is substantially similar to the site plan depicted on
Schedule 2 in accordance with the proposed front yard setback depicted on Schedule 1 and Schedule
2 in the event this variance application is approved.

…
As referenced above, the Association owns an unstable retaining wall that significantly encroaches into
the rear portion of the Lot. The existing retaining wall was constructed by the previous developer of the
greater Lakota Park property, and its design and location was reviewed and approved by the Town.
Based on the Town’s response to Applicant’s CORA requests, it does not appear that the Town has
preserved the original design documents for the retaining wall, which could have assisted in verifying
the current as-built conditions and sufficiency of the original design. The subsurface conditions,
specifically the nature, extent and location of the retaining wall’s geotech fabric, was unknown to
Applicant at the time it purchased the property. To remedy the structural issue, engineers propose
removing the upper tier of the retaining wall and modifying the lower tier (and associated grading above
the lower tier) for stabilization, but following completion of this work, the modified retaining wall,
specifically, its geotech fabric, will continue to be an encroachment into the Lot. The retaining wall
encroachment negatively affects the Lot’s current building envelope, requiring improvements to be
located toward the front of the Lot (i.e. closer to the Northwoods Place right-of-way) within the existing
20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures. While
Applicant did not create the retaining wall encroachment, its continued existence detrimentally affects
Applicant’s ability to develop the Lot as contemplated by the Lakota Ordinance.”
Applicable Town Code:
See Ordinance No. 356, Series of 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857, which states – “Front
Loaded Garage Setbacks: 20’.”
6-2-9: VARIANCES:
A. Intent Of Variance Provision: Variance from the terms of this chapter shall be granted only when,
because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape, topography,
location or surroundings, the strict application of this chapter deprives such property privileges
enjoyed by other property in the vicinity, and under identical zoning classification and other
restrictions.
Criteria to Grant Variance (Town Code § 7-8):
7-8-1B: No variance shall be granted unless the board of adjustment finds, based on evidence, that
ALL of the following criteria exist:
1.

The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if permitted to be used
only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for the municipality.

2.

The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances.

3.

The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.

7-8-1C: For the purpose of implementing the above rules, the Board shall also, in making its
determination whether there are practical difficulties or particular hardships, take into consideration the
extent to which the following facts favorable to the applicant have been established by the evidence:
1.

The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the specific property
involved would result in a particular hardship upon the owner as distinguished from a mere
inconvenience, if the strict letter of the regulations were carried out.

2.

The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based would not be applicable, generally,
to the other property within the same zoning classification.

3.

The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make more money out of the
property.

4.

The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently having an interest
in the property.

5.

The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other
property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located.

6.

The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property or
substantially increase the congestion in the public streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger
the public safety or substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood.

Public Notification:
This variance request has had proper public notification pursuant to Section 7-8-3 of the Town Code. A
Public Notice was published in the Middle Park Times on May 21, 2020, providing notification of the
meeting and requesting comments. Mailings were sent to property owners within 300 feet of the property
and the property posted on May 12, 2020.
No comments have been received as of June 4, 2020.
Staff Comments:
The applicant is proposing to reduce the front yard setback from 20’ to 10’. The 20’ setback is required
for all front-loaded garage structures in this area of Lakota (Tract G). As described above, the applicant
is applying for this variance due to an existing retaining wall located near the rear of the lot that was
found to be structurally unsound; additionally, its reinforcement grid is anticipated to extend 13 to 14 feet
behind the wall. Due to slope stability concerns and steep existing grade, the wall should not be
relocated. Per the letter from Kumar & Associates dated September 4, 2019, “No interaction should
occur between the residential foundations and the reinforcement grid for the retaining walls”. Because
of this finding, the applicant requests a variance to shift the building closer to the Northwoods Place
R.O.W. in order that foundations will lie outside of the reinforcement zone of the lower tier wall. See
Schedule 2 for a proposed site plan.
The proposed reduced front setback does not seem to substantially alter the neighborhood’s character,
as the spacing between each building envelope will remain at 16’. Because this variance request stems
from an issue of maintaining the integrity of slope stability, the hardship was not induced by the applicant.
If the 20’ front setback is enforced, this will likely require that the building be redesigned to have a smaller
footprint.
Staff measured the shortest driveway depth as 17’-6” (Building 2, Lot 19). This said, because driveways
are angled, there exists a shorter and longer depth on each driveway; additionally, each driveway
contains two parking spaces, and each unit is allocated two garage spaces. Therefore, most unit owners
should find they can park a longer vehicle adequately, if necessary, on one half of the driveway. The
shorter portion of each driveway will effectively prohibit longer vehicles from parking there. Most midsized sedans are shorter than 17’; many mid-size SUVs are at least 17’ in length, and many full-size
SUVs are 18’ or longer.

This property was replatted on October 16, 2018 in Lakota Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5, Reception
No. 2018008391.
Staff Recommendation:
Staff does not provide a recommendation for variance requests. The Board of Adjustment must prove
that a hardship is applicable and must establish findings of fact as related to the particular difficulties of
the site. The hardship must be determined using ALL of the following criteria:
1.

The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if permitted to be
used only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for the municipality.

2.

The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances.

3.

The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.

VARIANCE APPLICATION FORM
Date: 05

/ 06

/ 2020

Applicant Name: PM Winter Park LLC
Mailing Address: 5490 Nuthatch Road, Parker, Colorado 80134
Phone Number: 303-931-0780
Applicant is the:

E-mail Address: matt.schlaepfer@gcgfinancial.com

☐ Property Owner

☐ Other:

Street address of property for which variance is requested: 313 Northwoods Place, Winter Park, CO
Legal description of property: Lot 19, Lakota Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5 recorded at Reception No. 2018008391
Detailed description of the variance requested and an explanation of why the applicant believes the
variance should be granted (please attach additional sheets if necessary):
Please see Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein.

Indicate which conditions listed below relate to the property for which variance is requested.
Please note, the Board of Adjustment cannot grant a variance unless it finds, based on evidence, that ALL the
following conditions exist.
✔ The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if permitted to be used
☐

only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for the municipality*
✔
☐
The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances*
✔
☐
The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality*

*For each condition checked above, applicant must provide adequate supporting evidence with this application.

Please indicate which of the following facts favorable to your application apply to this request:
✔
☐
The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the specific property involved would

result in a particular hardship upon the owner as distinguished from a mere inconvenience, if the strict letter of the
regulations were carried out*
✔
☐ The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based would not be applicable, generally, to the other
property within the same zoning classification*
✔ The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make more money out of the property*
☐
✔
☐
The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently having an interest in the property*
✔
☐
The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property or
improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located*
✔
☐
The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property or substantially
increase the congestion in the public streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger the public safety or
substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood*
*For each condition checked above, applicant must provide adequate supporting evidence with this application.

Applicant Signature:

Michael J. Repucci, Authorized Representative
Please submit all materials electronically to permits@wpgov.com

Date Received:

$250 Fee Received:

Received By:

EXHIBIT A
Legal Description/Street Address of the Property:
Applicant hereby requests a variance for Lot 19 (the “Lot”) located in Lakota
Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5 recorded October 16, 2018 at Reception No.
2018008391 in the Grand County Clerk and Recorder’s Office (the “Public Records”).
The street address for the Lot is 313 Northwoods Place, Winter Park, Colorado.
Description of Variance Requested:
The site plan depicting the Lot as currently configured with a 20’ front yard
setback is shown on Schedule 1, attached hereto. The Lot may be used for Multifamily
Residential Use as provided in the Lakota Final Development Plan Application dated
September 1, 1998 and approved by the Town of Winter Park by Ordinance No. 277,
Series of 1998 recorded September 21, 1998 at Reception No. 98010148, and as amended
by Ordinance No. 287, Series of 1999 recorded May 17, 1999 at Reception No.
99005411, and as amended by Ordinance No. 289, Series of 1999 recorded June 7, 1999
at Reception No. 99006078, and as amended by Ordinance No. 356, Series of 2005
recorded September 9, 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857 (collectively, and as the same
may hereafter be further amended, the “Lakota Ordinance”). As contemplated by the
approved zoning, Applicant desires to build a duplex on the Lot. The Lakota Ordinance
provides for a 20ˊ front setback. However, the Lakota East Owners Association, a
Colorado nonprofit corporation (the “Association”) owns an existing retaining wall that
significantly encroaches into the rear portion of the Lot. The Association’s retaining wall
is structurally unsound and requires reconstruction and modification, but due to existing
grades and slope stability concerns, it is not possible to relocate the Association’s
retaining wall off the Lot. As a consequence of this unalterable condition, the front yard
setback from the Northwoods Place right-of-way must be reduced from 20ˊ as required
under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures to 10’. Also shown on the
Schedule 1 site plan is the proposed front yard setback, which Applicant requests be
reduced to 10’ in order to accommodate the retaining wall encroachment. The proposed
building footprint on the Lot is depicted on the site plan depicted on Schedule 2, attached
hereto.
Because of the unique circumstances set forth above, Applicant hereby requests a
variance for the Lot from the 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance
for front loaded garage structures, to allow for the proposed front yard setback depicted
on Schedule 1 and Schedule 2. Contemporaneously with the submittal of this variance
application, Applicant has submitted a separate application to the Town of Winter Park
(the “Town”) to resubdivide the Lot (and other lots in the Northwoods subdivision) to
permit development that is substantially similar to the site plan depicted on Schedule 2 in
accordance with the proposed front yard setback depicted on Schedule 1 and Schedule 2
in the event this variance application is approved.
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Reasons for Variance:
As referenced above, the Association owns an unstable retaining wall that
significantly encroaches into the rear portion of the Lot. The existing retaining wall was
constructed by the previous developer of the greater Lakota Park property, and its design
and location was reviewed and approved by the Town. Based on the Town’s response to
Applicant’s CORA requests, it does not appear that the Town has preserved the original
design documents for the retaining wall, which could have assisted in verifying the
current as-built conditions and sufficiency of the original design. The subsurface
conditions, specifically the nature, extent and location of the retaining wall’s geotech
fabric, was unknown to Applicant at the time it purchased the property. To remedy the
structural issue, engineers propose removing the upper tier of the retaining wall and
modifying the lower tier (and associated grading above the lower tier) for stabilization,
but following completion of this work, the modified retaining wall, specifically, its
geotech fabric, will continue to be an encroachment into the Lot. The retaining wall
encroachment negatively affects the Lot’s current building envelope, requiring
improvements to be located toward the front of the Lot (i.e. closer to the Northwoods
Place right-of-way) within the existing 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota
Ordinance for front loaded garage structures. While Applicant did not create the
retaining wall encroachment, its continued existence detrimentally affects Applicant’s
ability to develop the Lot as contemplated by the Lakota Ordinance.
Conditions Relating to the Property for which the Variance is Requested
Below in bold (nos. 1-3, inclusive) are all of the conditions that must exist in order for
the Board of Adjustment to grant a variance. Applicant’s response to each condition is
written in italics.
1. The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if
permitted to be used only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for
the municipality.
In the event the variance is not granted, the Lot will not be able to be developed
for multifamily residential purposes as contemplated by the Lot’s current zoning,
PD (R-2). If the 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance for
front loaded garage structures is enforced, Applicant’s ability to earn a
reasonable return in use for the Lot will be significantly impaired.
2. The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances.
The plight of Applicant is due to unusual circumstances because the cause for the
variance originates from an unstable encroaching retaining wall (now owned by
the Association) that was constructed by the previous developer of the greater
Lakota Park property. While Applicant did not create the retaining wall
encroachment, its continued existence detrimentally affects Applicant’s ability to
develop the Lot as contemplated by the Lakota Ordinance. Attached as Schedule
{00464451 / 5 }
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3 is additional information provided by Applicant’s geotechnical engineer, Kumar
& Associates, Inc., concerning the instability of the current retaining wall and
recommending that there should be no interaction between the geotech fabric and
the proposed duplex foundation, as interaction would destroy the integrity of the
retaining wall system.
3. The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.
The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality as a
multifamily residential neighborhood. The density and architecture will remain
unchanged. The proposed building will be located slightly closer to the
Northwoods Place right-of-way boundary, but this will have virtually no effect on
the character of the overall neighborhood. Attached as Schedule 2 is a
preliminary site plan depicting these conditions and the proposed building
footprint.
Applicable Facts Favorable to Variance Application Request
Below in bold are applicable facts to Applicant’s variance application. Applicant’s
response in support of each fact is written in italics.
1. The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of
the specific property involved would result in a particular hardship upon the
owner as distinguished from a mere inconvenience, if the strict letter of the
regulations were carried out.
The surrounding topography requires a retaining wall for structural support, but
the Association’s retaining wall significantly encroaches upon portions of the Lot.
If the strict letter of the Lakota Ordinance is carried out, there will be particular
hardship because Applicant will be significantly and adversely impacted in its
ability to develop the Lot for multifamily residential purposes permitted by the
Lakota Ordinance. Not only will there be hardship to Applicant, but there will
also be hardship to the greater community of Winter Park, as there will be less
housing options available to the Town’s residents.
2. The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based would not be
applicable, generally, to the other property within the same zoning
classification.
The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based are site specific
and not applicable to any other property located in the same zone classification of
P-D (R-2) other than the portions of Applicant’s property within which the
Association’s retaining walls currently encroach.
3. The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make
more money out of the property.
{00464451 / 5 }
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The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make more
money out of the Lot; rather, the purpose of the variation is to develop the Lot
consistent with the purposes for which it is zoned (multifamily residential, i.e. P-D
(R-2) zoning) as contemplated by the terms of the Lakota Ordinance.
4. The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person
presently having an interest in the property.
As explained above, the hardship Applicant faces was not created by Applicant,
who is the sole owner of title to the Lot. To the contrary, the cause for the
variance originates from the retaining wall issue, which was created by (a) the
previous owner and developer of the greater Lakota Park property, who failed to
construct a stable and appropriately sized retaining wall on property titled in the
Association, and (b) the Association, who currently owns the wall and has failed
to maintain the retaining wall in a safe, structurally sound manner on its own
property.
5. The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare
or injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in
which the property is located.
The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare or
injurious to the other property or improvements in the neighborhood. As
previously discussed, the only change resulting from the variance is that proposed
residential improvements will be located slightly closer to the Northwoods Place
right-of-way boundary. Nothing detrimental or injurious will occur to the
neighborhood as a result of the reduced front yard setback. The variation will not
alter the essential character of the locality as a multifamily residential
neighborhood. The density and architecture will remain unchanged. The
buildings’ modified locations will have virtually no impact on the character of the
overall neighborhood.
6. The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to
adjacent property or substantially increase the congestion in the public
streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger the public safety or
substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood.
The proposed variation will not impair the supply of light and air to adjacent
property nor will it increase any congestion in the public streets, increase the
danger of fire, endanger the public safety or diminish or impair property values
within the neighborhood. Rather, the proposed variation is entirely consistent
with the intent and character of the Lakota Park property.
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MAP FOR SETBACK VARIANCE,
PROPOSED LOTS 19, 22 AND 25 OF
A PROPOSED RE-PLAT OF LAKOTA PARK
SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION NO. 5
TOWN OF WINTER PARK,
GRAND COUNTY, COLORADO

TRACT B

OPEN SPACE

TRACT B
OPEN SPACE

TRACT 1A

NORTH WOODS
PLACE
(35' R.O.W.)
A.K.A. TRACT 1

LOT 104
LAKOTA
PARK
DRIVE
(35' R.O.W.)
A.K.A. TRACT 2

LOT 105

LOT 16
LOT 106
TRACT S2

2390 South Lipan Street
Denver, CO 80223
phone: (303) 742-9700
fax: (303) 742-9666
email: kadenver@kumarusa.com
www.kumarusa.com
Office Locations: Denver (HQ), Parker, Colorado Springs, Fort Collins, Glenwood Springs, and Summit County, Colorado

September 4, 2019
PMWP Development Company
Attention: Mr. Matt Schlaepfer
5490 Nuthatch Road
Parker, Colorado 80134
Subject:

Existing Segmental Retaining Wall; Lakota Northwoods Downslope Duplexes; Lots 19
& 20, 22 & 23, and 25 & 26; Lakota Park Subdivision; Northwoods Place; Winter Park,
Colorado
Project No. 18-1-523

Dear Mr. Schlaepfer:
As requested by Todd Mohr of Windham Project Services, Ltd., Kumar & Associates, Inc. (K+A)
is providing a summary of the telephone discussion regarding the downslope lots of the subject
location. The conference call took place June 27, 2019, and the participants included Marc Hogan
and Jamie Pawlak of BHH Partners, Craig Kobe and Eric Dunbar of JVA, Todd Mohr of Windham
and myself. We discussed solutions for the interaction of the residences and the retaining wall.
K+A previously provided geotechnical engineering studies for the referenced lots under Project
Nos. 18-1-523.06, 18-1-523.07, and 18-1-523.08. The deck foundations of all the residences, as
well as a portion of the main structure foundation of Lot 23, appear to be within the limits of the
reinforcement of the upper retaining wall tier. Below is a summary of the action items for the
development of the subject lots:


The reinforcement grid is anticipated to extend 13 to 14 feet behind the wall. No
interaction should occur between the residential foundations and the reinforcement grid
for the retaining walls.



The preliminary design of the residences was for a garden level. The lower level of the
residences should be designed as a walk-out with removal of the upper tier of the wall or
reduction in the height of the wall. The reduction in the height of the wall and associated
grading should be designed by a civil engineer.



The residences should be lowered by one foot to reduce the height of the wall below the
residences.



The residences should be moved closer to North Woods Drive so that the foundations will
be outside of the reinforcement zone of the lower tier wall (may require a variance).



The findings will be discussed with the Lakota Subdivision Homeowners Association.

Ad #: 0000581115-01

Customer: TOWN OF WINTER PARK,
Your account number is: 1095749
PROOF OF PUBLICATION

MIDDLE PARK TIMES
STATE OF COLORADO
COUNTY OF GRAND

I, Meg Boyer, do solemnly swear that I am Publisher of the
MIDDLE PARK TIMES, that the same weekly newspaper
printed, in whole or in part and published in the County of
Grand, State of Colorado, and has a general circulation
therein; that said newspaper has been published
continuously and uninterruptedly in said County of Grand
for a period of more than fifty-two consecutive weeks next
prior to the first publication of the annexed legal notice or
advertisement; that said newspaper has been admitted to
the United States mails as a periodical under the
provisions of the Act of March 3, 1879, or any
amendments thereof, and that said newspaper is a weekly
newspaper duly qualified for publishing legal notices and
advertisements within the meaning of the laws of the State
of Colorado.
That the annexed legal notice or advertisement was
published in the regular and entire issue of every number
of said weekly newspaper for the period of 1 insertion; and
that the first publication of said notice was in the issue of
said newspaper dated 5/21/2020 and that the last
publication of said notice was dated 5/21/2020 in the issue
of said newspaper.
In witness whereof, I have here unto set my hand this day,
5/29/2020.

Meg Boyer, Publisher
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a notary public in and
for the County of Grand, State of Colorado this day
5/29/2020.

Jerilynn Medina, Notary Public
August 3, 2020
My Commission Expires:

TO

Board of Adjustment

FROM

Hugh Bell, Planner

THRU

James Shockey, Community Development Director

DATE

June 9, 2020

RE

Setback Variance Request – 319 Northwoods Place, Lot 22, Lakota Park
Subdivision

Applicant: PM Winter Park LLC
Description of Variance Request:
Request for 10’ setback on front property line for the proposed multi-family dwelling.
Owner’s Reasons Why the Variance Should Be Granted:
“The site plan depicting the Lot as currently configured with a 20’ front yard setback is shown on
Schedule 1, attached hereto. The Lot may be used for Multifamily Residential Use as provided in the
Lakota Final Development Plan Application dated September 1, 1998 and approved by the Town of
Winter Park by Ordinance No. 277, Series of 1998 recorded September 21, 1998 at Reception No.
98010148, and as amended by Ordinance No. 287, Series of 1999 recorded May 17, 1999 at Reception
No. 99005411, and as amended by Ordinance No. 289, Series of 1999 recorded June 7, 1999 at
Reception No. 99006078, and as amended by Ordinance No. 356, Series of 2005 recorded September
9, 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857 (collectively, and as the same may hereafter be further amended,
the “Lakota Ordinance”). As contemplated by the approved zoning, Applicant desires to build a duplex
on the Lot. The Lakota Ordinance provides for a 20ˊ front setback. However, the Lakota East Owners
Association, a Colorado nonprofit corporation (the “Association”) owns an existing retaining wall that
significantly encroaches into the rear portion of the Lot. The Association’s retaining wall is structurally
unsound and requires reconstruction and modification, but due to existing grades and slope stability
concerns, it is not possible to relocate the Association’s retaining wall off the Lot. As a consequence of
this unalterable condition, the front yard setback from the Northwoods Place right-of-way must be
reduced from 20ˊ as required under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures to 10’. Also
shown on the Schedule 1 site plan is the proposed front yard setback, which Applicant requests be
reduced to 10’ in order to accommodate the retaining wall encroachment. The proposed building footprint
on the Lot is depicted on the site plan depicted on Schedule 2, attached hereto.
Because of the unique circumstances set forth above, Applicant hereby requests a variance for the Lot
from the 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures,
to allow for the proposed front yard setback depicted on Schedule 1 and Schedule 2.
Contemporaneously with the submittal of this variance application, Applicant has submitted a separate
application to the Town of Winter Park (the “Town”) to resubdivide the Lot (and other lots in the
Northwoods subdivision) to permit development that is substantially similar to the site plan depicted on
Schedule 2 in accordance with the proposed front yard setback depicted on Schedule 1 and Schedule
2 in the event this variance application is approved.

…
As referenced above, the Association owns an unstable retaining wall that significantly encroaches into
the rear portion of the Lot. The existing retaining wall was constructed by the previous developer of the
greater Lakota Park property, and its design and location was reviewed and approved by the Town.
Based on the Town’s response to Applicant’s CORA requests, it does not appear that the Town has
preserved the original design documents for the retaining wall, which could have assisted in verifying
the current as-built conditions and sufficiency of the original design. The subsurface conditions,
specifically the nature, extent and location of the retaining wall’s geotech fabric, was unknown to
Applicant at the time it purchased the property. To remedy the structural issue, engineers propose
removing the upper tier of the retaining wall and modifying the lower tier (and associated grading above
the lower tier) for stabilization, but following completion of this work, the modified retaining wall,
specifically, its geotech fabric, will continue to be an encroachment into the Lot. The retaining wall
encroachment negatively affects the Lot’s current building envelope, requiring improvements to be
located toward the front of the Lot (i.e. closer to the Northwoods Place right-of-way) within the existing
20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures. While
Applicant did not create the retaining wall encroachment, its continued existence detrimentally affects
Applicant’s ability to develop the Lot as contemplated by the Lakota Ordinance.”
Applicable Town Code:
See Ordinance No. 356, Series of 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857, which states – “Front
Loaded Garage Setbacks: 20’.”
6-2-9: VARIANCES:
A. Intent Of Variance Provision: Variance from the terms of this chapter shall be granted only when,
because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape, topography,
location or surroundings, the strict application of this chapter deprives such property privileges
enjoyed by other property in the vicinity, and under identical zoning classification and other
restrictions.
Criteria to Grant Variance (Town Code § 7-8):
7-8-1B: No variance shall be granted unless the board of adjustment finds, based on evidence, that
ALL of the following criteria exist:
1.

The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if permitted to be used
only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for the municipality.

2.

The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances.

3.

The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.

7-8-1C: For the purpose of implementing the above rules, the Board shall also, in making its
determination whether there are practical difficulties or particular hardships, take into consideration the
extent to which the following facts favorable to the applicant have been established by the evidence:
1.

The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the specific property
involved would result in a particular hardship upon the owner as distinguished from a mere
inconvenience, if the strict letter of the regulations were carried out.

2.

The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based would not be applicable, generally,
to the other property within the same zoning classification.

3.

The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make more money out of the
property.

4.

The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently having an interest
in the property.

5.

The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other
property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located.

6.

The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property or
substantially increase the congestion in the public streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger
the public safety or substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood.

Public Notification:
This variance request has had proper public notification pursuant to Section 7-8-3 of the Town Code. A
Public Notice was published in the Middle Park Times on May 21, 2020, providing notification of the
meeting and requesting comments. Mailings were sent to property owners within 300 feet of the property
and the property posted on May 12, 2020.
No comments have been received as of June 4, 2020.
Staff Comments:
The applicant is proposing to reduce the front yard setback from 20’ to 10’. The 20’ setback is required
for all front-loaded garage structures in this area of Lakota (Tract G). As described above, the applicant
is applying for this variance due to an existing retaining wall located near the rear of the lot that was
found to be structurally unsound; additionally, its reinforcement grid is anticipated to extend 13 to 14 feet
behind the wall. Due to slope stability concerns and steep existing grade, the wall should not be
relocated. Per the letter from Kumar & Associates dated September 4, 2019, “No interaction should
occur between the residential foundations and the reinforcement grid for the retaining walls”. Because
of this finding, the applicant requests a variance to shift the building closer to the Northwoods Place
R.O.W. in order that foundations will lie outside of the reinforcement zone of the lower tier wall. See
Schedule 2 for a proposed site plan.
The proposed reduced front setback does not seem to substantially alter the neighborhood’s character,
as the spacing between each building envelope will remain at 16’. Because this variance request stems
from an issue of maintaining the integrity of slope stability, the hardship was not induced by the applicant.
If the 20’ front setback is enforced, this will likely require that the building be redesigned to have a smaller
footprint.
Staff measured the shortest driveway depth as 17’-2” (Building 3, Lot 22). This said, because driveways
are angled, there exists a shorter and longer depth on each driveway; additionally, each driveway
contains two parking spaces, and each unit is allocated two garage spaces. Therefore, most unit owners
should find they can park a longer vehicle adequately, if necessary, on one half of the driveway. The
shorter portion of each driveway will effectively prohibit longer vehicles from parking there. Most midsized sedans are shorter than 17’; many mid-size SUVs are at least 17’ in length, and many full-size
SUVs are 18’ or longer.

This property was replatted on October 16, 2018 in Lakota Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5, Reception
No. 2018008391.
Staff Recommendation:
Staff does not provide a recommendation for variance requests. The Board of Adjustment must prove
that a hardship is applicable and must establish findings of fact as related to the particular difficulties of
the site. The hardship must be determined using ALL of the following criteria:
1.

The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if permitted to be
used only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for the municipality.

2.

The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances.

3.

The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.

VARIANCE APPLICATION FORM
Date: 05

/ 06

/ 2020

Applicant Name: PM Winter Park LLC
Mailing Address: 5490 Nuthatch Road, Parker, Colorado 80134
Phone Number: 303-931-0780
Applicant is the:

E-mail Address: matt.schlaepfer@gcgfinancial.com

☐ Property Owner

☐ Other:

Street address of property for which variance is requested: 319 Northwoods Place, Winter Park, CO
Legal description of property: Lot 22, Lakota Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5 recorded at Reception No. 2018008391
Detailed description of the variance requested and an explanation of why the applicant believes the
variance should be granted (please attach additional sheets if necessary):
Please see Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein.

Indicate which conditions listed below relate to the property for which variance is requested.
Please note, the Board of Adjustment cannot grant a variance unless it finds, based on evidence, that ALL the
following conditions exist.
✔ The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if permitted to be used
☐

only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for the municipality*
✔
☐
The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances*
✔
☐
The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality*

*For each condition checked above, applicant must provide adequate supporting evidence with this application.

Please indicate which of the following facts favorable to your application apply to this request:
✔
☐
The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the specific property involved would

result in a particular hardship upon the owner as distinguished from a mere inconvenience, if the strict letter of the
regulations were carried out*
✔
☐ The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based would not be applicable, generally, to the other
property within the same zoning classification*
✔ The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make more money out of the property*
☐
✔
☐
The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently having an interest in the property*
✔
☐
The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property or
improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located*
✔
☐
The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property or substantially
increase the congestion in the public streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger the public safety or
substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood*
*For each condition checked above, applicant must provide adequate supporting evidence with this application.

Applicant Signature:

Michael J. Repucci, Authorized Representative
Please submit all materials electronically to permits@wpgov.com

Date Received:

$250 Fee Received:

Received By:

EXHIBIT A
Legal Description/Street Address of the Property:
Applicant hereby requests a variance for Lot 22 (the “Lot”) located in Lakota
Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5 recorded October 16, 2018 at Reception No.
2018008391 in the Grand County Clerk and Recorder’s Office (the “Public Records”).
The street address for the Lot is 319 Northwoods Place, Winter Park, Colorado.
Description of Variance Requested:
The site plan depicting the Lot as currently configured with a 20’ front yard
setback is shown on Schedule 1, attached hereto. The Lot may be used for Multifamily
Residential Use as provided in the Lakota Final Development Plan Application dated
September 1, 1998 and approved by the Town of Winter Park by Ordinance No. 277,
Series of 1998 recorded September 21, 1998 at Reception No. 98010148, and as amended
by Ordinance No. 287, Series of 1999 recorded May 17, 1999 at Reception No.
99005411, and as amended by Ordinance No. 289, Series of 1999 recorded June 7, 1999
at Reception No. 99006078, and as amended by Ordinance No. 356, Series of 2005
recorded September 9, 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857 (collectively, and as the same
may hereafter be further amended, the “Lakota Ordinance”). As contemplated by the
approved zoning, Applicant desires to build a duplex on the Lot. The Lakota Ordinance
provides for a 20ˊ front setback. However, the Lakota East Owners Association, a
Colorado nonprofit corporation (the “Association”) owns an existing retaining wall that
significantly encroaches into the rear portion of the Lot. The Association’s retaining wall
is structurally unsound and requires reconstruction and modification, but due to existing
grades and slope stability concerns, it is not possible to relocate the Association’s
retaining wall off the Lot. As a consequence of this unalterable condition, the front yard
setback from the Northwoods Place right-of-way must be reduced from 20ˊ as required
under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures to 10’. Also shown on the
Schedule 1 site plan is the proposed front yard setback, which Applicant requests be
reduced to 10’ in order to accommodate the retaining wall encroachment. The proposed
building footprint on the Lot is depicted on the site plan depicted on Schedule 2, attached
hereto.
Because of the unique circumstances set forth above, Applicant hereby requests a
variance for the Lot from the 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance
for front loaded garage structures, to allow for the proposed front yard setback depicted
on Schedule 1 and Schedule 2. Contemporaneously with the submittal of this variance
application, Applicant has submitted a separate application to the Town of Winter Park
(the “Town”) to resubdivide the Lot (and other lots in the Northwoods subdivision) to
permit development that is substantially similar to the site plan depicted on Schedule 2 in
accordance with the proposed front yard setback depicted on Schedule 1 and Schedule 2
in the event this variance application is approved.
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Reasons for Variance:
As referenced above, the Association owns an unstable retaining wall that
significantly encroaches into the rear portion of the Lot. The existing retaining wall was
constructed by the previous developer of the greater Lakota Park property, and its design
and location was reviewed and approved by the Town. Based on the Town’s response to
Applicant’s CORA requests, it does not appear that the Town has preserved the original
design documents for the retaining wall, which could have assisted in verifying the
current as-built conditions and sufficiency of the original design. The subsurface
conditions, specifically the nature, extent and location of the retaining wall’s geotech
fabric, was unknown to Applicant at the time it purchased the property. To remedy the
structural issue, engineers propose removing the upper tier of the retaining wall and
modifying the lower tier (and associated grading above the lower tier) for stabilization,
but following completion of this work, the modified retaining wall, specifically, its
geotech fabric, will continue to be an encroachment into the Lot. The retaining wall
encroachment negatively affects the Lot’s current building envelope, requiring
improvements to be located toward the front of the Lot (i.e. closer to the Northwoods
Place right-of-way) within the existing 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota
Ordinance for front loaded garage structures. While Applicant did not create the
retaining wall encroachment, its continued existence detrimentally affects Applicant’s
ability to develop the Lot as contemplated by the Lakota Ordinance.
Conditions Relating to the Property for which the Variance is Requested
Below in bold (nos. 1-3, inclusive) are all of the conditions that must exist in order for
the Board of Adjustment to grant a variance. Applicant’s response to each condition is
written in italics.
1. The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if
permitted to be used only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for
the municipality.
In the event the variance is not granted, the Lot will not be able to be developed
for multifamily residential purposes as contemplated by the Lot’s current zoning,
PD (R-2). If the 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance for
front loaded garage structures is enforced, Applicant’s ability to earn a
reasonable return in use for the Lot will be significantly impaired.
2. The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances.
The plight of Applicant is due to unusual circumstances because the cause for the
variance originates from an unstable encroaching retaining wall (now owned by
the Association) that was constructed by the previous developer of the greater
Lakota Park property. While Applicant did not create the retaining wall
encroachment, its continued existence detrimentally affects Applicant’s ability to
develop the Lot as contemplated by the Lakota Ordinance. Attached as Schedule
{00494291 / 1 }
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3 is additional information provided by Applicant’s geotechnical engineer, Kumar
& Associates, Inc., concerning the instability of the current retaining wall and
recommending that there should be no interaction between the geotech fabric and
the proposed duplex foundation, as interaction would destroy the integrity of the
retaining wall system.
3. The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.
The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality as a
multifamily residential neighborhood. The density and architecture will remain
unchanged. The proposed building will be located slightly closer to the
Northwoods Place right-of-way boundary, but this will have virtually no effect on
the character of the overall neighborhood. Attached as Schedule 2 is a
preliminary site plan depicting these conditions and the proposed building
footprint.
Applicable Facts Favorable to Variance Application Request
Below in bold are applicable facts to Applicant’s variance application. Applicant’s
response in support of each fact is written in italics.
1. The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of
the specific property involved would result in a particular hardship upon the
owner as distinguished from a mere inconvenience, if the strict letter of the
regulations were carried out.
The surrounding topography requires a retaining wall for structural support, but
the Association’s retaining wall significantly encroaches upon portions of the Lot.
If the strict letter of the Lakota Ordinance is carried out, there will be particular
hardship because Applicant will be significantly and adversely impacted in its
ability to develop the Lot for multifamily residential purposes permitted by the
Lakota Ordinance. Not only will there be hardship to Applicant, but there will
also be hardship to the greater community of Winter Park, as there will be less
housing options available to the Town’s residents.
2. The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based would not be
applicable, generally, to the other property within the same zoning
classification.
The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based are site specific
and not applicable to any other property located in the same zone classification of
P-D (R-2) other than the portions of Applicant’s property within which the
Association’s retaining walls currently encroach.
3. The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make
more money out of the property.
{00494291 / 1 }
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The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make more
money out of the Lot; rather, the purpose of the variation is to develop the Lot
consistent with the purposes for which it is zoned (multifamily residential, i.e. P-D
(R-2) zoning) as contemplated by the terms of the Lakota Ordinance.
4. The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person
presently having an interest in the property.
As explained above, the hardship Applicant faces was not created by Applicant,
who is the sole owner of title to the Lot. To the contrary, the cause for the
variance originates from the retaining wall issue, which was created by (a) the
previous owner and developer of the greater Lakota Park property, who failed to
construct a stable and appropriately sized retaining wall on property titled in the
Association, and (b) the Association, who currently owns the wall and has failed
to maintain the retaining wall in a safe, structurally sound manner on its own
property.
5. The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare
or injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in
which the property is located.
The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare or
injurious to the other property or improvements in the neighborhood. As
previously discussed, the only change resulting from the variance is that proposed
residential improvements will be located slightly closer to the Northwoods Place
right-of-way boundary. Nothing detrimental or injurious will occur to the
neighborhood as a result of the reduced front yard setback. The variation will not
alter the essential character of the locality as a multifamily residential
neighborhood. The density and architecture will remain unchanged. The
buildings’ modified locations will have virtually no impact on the character of the
overall neighborhood.
6. The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to
adjacent property or substantially increase the congestion in the public
streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger the public safety or
substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood.
The proposed variation will not impair the supply of light and air to adjacent
property nor will it increase any congestion in the public streets, increase the
danger of fire, endanger the public safety or diminish or impair property values
within the neighborhood. Rather, the proposed variation is entirely consistent
with the intent and character of the Lakota Park property.
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MAP FOR SETBACK VARIANCE,
PROPOSED LOTS 19, 22 AND 25 OF
A PROPOSED RE-PLAT OF LAKOTA PARK
SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION NO. 5
TOWN OF WINTER PARK,
GRAND COUNTY, COLORADO

TRACT B

OPEN SPACE

TRACT B
OPEN SPACE

TRACT 1A

NORTH WOODS
PLACE
(35' R.O.W.)
A.K.A. TRACT 1

LOT 104
LAKOTA
PARK
DRIVE
(35' R.O.W.)
A.K.A. TRACT 2

LOT 105

LOT 16
LOT 106
TRACT S2

2390 South Lipan Street
Denver, CO 80223
phone: (303) 742-9700
fax: (303) 742-9666
email: kadenver@kumarusa.com
www.kumarusa.com
Office Locations: Denver (HQ), Parker, Colorado Springs, Fort Collins, Glenwood Springs, and Summit County, Colorado

September 4, 2019
PMWP Development Company
Attention: Mr. Matt Schlaepfer
5490 Nuthatch Road
Parker, Colorado 80134
Subject:

Existing Segmental Retaining Wall; Lakota Northwoods Downslope Duplexes; Lots 19
& 20, 22 & 23, and 25 & 26; Lakota Park Subdivision; Northwoods Place; Winter Park,
Colorado
Project No. 18-1-523

Dear Mr. Schlaepfer:
As requested by Todd Mohr of Windham Project Services, Ltd., Kumar & Associates, Inc. (K+A)
is providing a summary of the telephone discussion regarding the downslope lots of the subject
location. The conference call took place June 27, 2019, and the participants included Marc Hogan
and Jamie Pawlak of BHH Partners, Craig Kobe and Eric Dunbar of JVA, Todd Mohr of Windham
and myself. We discussed solutions for the interaction of the residences and the retaining wall.
K+A previously provided geotechnical engineering studies for the referenced lots under Project
Nos. 18-1-523.06, 18-1-523.07, and 18-1-523.08. The deck foundations of all the residences, as
well as a portion of the main structure foundation of Lot 23, appear to be within the limits of the
reinforcement of the upper retaining wall tier. Below is a summary of the action items for the
development of the subject lots:


The reinforcement grid is anticipated to extend 13 to 14 feet behind the wall. No
interaction should occur between the residential foundations and the reinforcement grid
for the retaining walls.



The preliminary design of the residences was for a garden level. The lower level of the
residences should be designed as a walk-out with removal of the upper tier of the wall or
reduction in the height of the wall. The reduction in the height of the wall and associated
grading should be designed by a civil engineer.



The residences should be lowered by one foot to reduce the height of the wall below the
residences.



The residences should be moved closer to North Woods Drive so that the foundations will
be outside of the reinforcement zone of the lower tier wall (may require a variance).



The findings will be discussed with the Lakota Subdivision Homeowners Association.

Ad #: 0000581122-01

Customer: TOWN OF WINTER PARK,
Your account number is: 1095749
PROOF OF PUBLICATION

MIDDLE PARK TIMES
STATE OF COLORADO
COUNTY OF GRAND

I, Meg Boyer, do solemnly swear that I am Publisher of the
MIDDLE PARK TIMES, that the same weekly newspaper
printed, in whole or in part and published in the County of
Grand, State of Colorado, and has a general circulation
therein; that said newspaper has been published
continuously and uninterruptedly in said County of Grand
for a period of more than fifty-two consecutive weeks next
prior to the first publication of the annexed legal notice or
advertisement; that said newspaper has been admitted to
the United States mails as a periodical under the
provisions of the Act of March 3, 1879, or any
amendments thereof, and that said newspaper is a weekly
newspaper duly qualified for publishing legal notices and
advertisements within the meaning of the laws of the State
of Colorado.
That the annexed legal notice or advertisement was
published in the regular and entire issue of every number
of said weekly newspaper for the period of 1 insertion; and
that the first publication of said notice was in the issue of
said newspaper dated 5/21/2020 and that the last
publication of said notice was dated 5/21/2020 in the issue
of said newspaper.
In witness whereof, I have here unto set my hand this day,
5/29/2020.

Meg Boyer, Publisher
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a notary public in and
for the County of Grand, State of Colorado this day
5/29/2020.

Jerilynn Medina, Notary Public
August 3, 2020
My Commission Expires:

TO

Board of Adjustment

FROM

Hugh Bell, Planner

THRU

James Shockey, Community Development Director

DATE

June 9, 2020

RE

Setback Variance Request – 325 Northwoods Place, Lot 25, Lakota Park
Subdivision

Applicant: PM Winter Park LLC
Description of Variance Request:
Request for 10’ setback on front property line for the proposed multi-family dwelling.
Owner’s Reasons Why the Variance Should Be Granted:
“The site plan depicting the Lot as currently configured with a 20’ front yard setback is shown on
Schedule 1, attached hereto. The Lot may be used for Multifamily Residential Use as provided in the
Lakota Final Development Plan Application dated September 1, 1998 and approved by the Town of
Winter Park by Ordinance No. 277, Series of 1998 recorded September 21, 1998 at Reception No.
98010148, and as amended by Ordinance No. 287, Series of 1999 recorded May 17, 1999 at Reception
No. 99005411, and as amended by Ordinance No. 289, Series of 1999 recorded June 7, 1999 at
Reception No. 99006078, and as amended by Ordinance No. 356, Series of 2005 recorded September
9, 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857 (collectively, and as the same may hereafter be further amended,
the “Lakota Ordinance”). As contemplated by the approved zoning, Applicant desires to build a duplex
on the Lot. The Lakota Ordinance provides for a 20ˊ front setback. However, the Lakota East Owners
Association, a Colorado nonprofit corporation (the “Association”) owns an existing retaining wall that
significantly encroaches into the rear portion of the Lot. The Association’s retaining wall is structurally
unsound and requires reconstruction and modification, but due to existing grades and slope stability
concerns, it is not possible to relocate the Association’s retaining wall off the Lot. As a consequence of
this unalterable condition, the front yard setback from the Northwoods Place right-of-way must be
reduced from 20ˊ as required under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures to 10’. Also
shown on the Schedule 1 site plan is the proposed front yard setback, which Applicant requests be
reduced to 10’ in order to accommodate the retaining wall encroachment. The proposed building footprint
on the Lot is depicted on the site plan depicted on Schedule 2, attached hereto.
Because of the unique circumstances set forth above, Applicant hereby requests a variance for the Lot
from the 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures,
to allow for the proposed front yard setback depicted on Schedule 1 and Schedule 2.
Contemporaneously with the submittal of this variance application, Applicant has submitted a separate
application to the Town of Winter Park (the “Town”) to resubdivide the Lot (and other lots in the
Northwoods subdivision) to permit development that is substantially similar to the site plan depicted on
Schedule 2 in accordance with the proposed front yard setback depicted on Schedule 1 and Schedule
2 in the event this variance application is approved.

…
As referenced above, the Association owns an unstable retaining wall that significantly encroaches into
the rear portion of the Lot. The existing retaining wall was constructed by the previous developer of the
greater Lakota Park property, and its design and location was reviewed and approved by the Town.
Based on the Town’s response to Applicant’s CORA requests, it does not appear that the Town has
preserved the original design documents for the retaining wall, which could have assisted in verifying
the current as-built conditions and sufficiency of the original design. The subsurface conditions,
specifically the nature, extent and location of the retaining wall’s geotech fabric, was unknown to
Applicant at the time it purchased the property. To remedy the structural issue, engineers propose
removing the upper tier of the retaining wall and modifying the lower tier (and associated grading above
the lower tier) for stabilization, but following completion of this work, the modified retaining wall,
specifically, its geotech fabric, will continue to be an encroachment into the Lot. The retaining wall
encroachment negatively affects the Lot’s current building envelope, requiring improvements to be
located toward the front of the Lot (i.e. closer to the Northwoods Place right-of-way) within the existing
20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures. While
Applicant did not create the retaining wall encroachment, its continued existence detrimentally affects
Applicant’s ability to develop the Lot as contemplated by the Lakota Ordinance.”
Applicable Town Code:
See Ordinance No. 356, Series of 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857, which states – “Front
Loaded Garage Setbacks: 20’.”
6-2-9: VARIANCES:
A. Intent Of Variance Provision: Variance from the terms of this chapter shall be granted only when,
because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape, topography,
location or surroundings, the strict application of this chapter deprives such property privileges
enjoyed by other property in the vicinity, and under identical zoning classification and other
restrictions.
Criteria to Grant Variance (Town Code § 7-8):
7-8-1B: No variance shall be granted unless the board of adjustment finds, based on evidence, that
ALL of the following criteria exist:
1.

The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if permitted to be used
only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for the municipality.

2.

The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances.

3.

The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.

7-8-1C: For the purpose of implementing the above rules, the Board shall also, in making its
determination whether there are practical difficulties or particular hardships, take into consideration the
extent to which the following facts favorable to the applicant have been established by the evidence:
1.

The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the specific property
involved would result in a particular hardship upon the owner as distinguished from a mere
inconvenience, if the strict letter of the regulations were carried out.

2.

The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based would not be applicable, generally,
to the other property within the same zoning classification.

3.

The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make more money out of the
property.

4.

The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently having an interest
in the property.

5.

The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other
property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located.

6.

The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property or
substantially increase the congestion in the public streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger
the public safety or substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood.

Public Notification:
This variance request has had proper public notification pursuant to Section 7-8-3 of the Town Code. A
Public Notice was published in the Middle Park Times on May 21, 2020, providing notification of the
meeting and requesting comments. Mailings were sent to property owners within 300 feet of the property
and the property posted on May 12, 2020.
No comments have been received as of June 4, 2020.
Staff Comments:
The applicant is proposing to reduce the front yard setback from 20’ to 10’. The 20’ setback is required
for all front-loaded garage structures in this area of Lakota (Tract G). As described above, the applicant
is applying for this variance due to an existing retaining wall located near the rear of the lot that was
found to be structurally unsound; additionally, its reinforcement grid is anticipated to extend 13 to 14 feet
behind the wall. Due to slope stability concerns and steep existing grade, the wall should not be
relocated. Per the letter from Kumar & Associates dated September 4, 2019, “No interaction should
occur between the residential foundations and the reinforcement grid for the retaining walls”. Because
of this finding, the applicant requests a variance to shift the building closer to the Northwoods Place
R.O.W. in order that foundations will lie outside of the reinforcement zone of the lower tier wall. See
Schedule 2 for a proposed site plan.
The proposed reduced front setback does not seem to substantially alter the neighborhood’s character,
as the spacing between each building envelope will remain at 16’. Because this variance request stems
from an issue of maintaining the integrity of slope stability, the hardship was not induced by the applicant.
If the 20’ front setback is enforced, this will likely require that the building be redesigned to have a smaller
footprint.
Staff measured the shortest driveway depth as 16’-3” (Building 4, Lot 25). This said, because driveways
are angled, there exists a shorter and longer depth on each driveway; additionally, each driveway
contains two parking spaces, and each unit is allocated two garage spaces. Therefore, most unit owners
should find they can park a longer vehicle adequately, if necessary, on one half of the driveway. The
shorter portion of each driveway will effectively prohibit longer vehicles from parking there. Most midsized sedans are shorter than 17’; many mid-size SUVs are at least 17’ in length, and many full-size
SUVs are 18’ or longer.

This property was replatted on October 16, 2018 in Lakota Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5, Reception
No. 2018008391.
Staff Recommendation:
Staff does not provide a recommendation for variance requests. The Board of Adjustment must prove
that a hardship is applicable and must establish findings of fact as related to the particular difficulties of
the site. The hardship must be determined using ALL of the following criteria:
1.

The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if permitted to be
used only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for the municipality.

2.

The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances.

3.

The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.

VARIANCE APPLICATION FORM
Date: 05

/ 06

/ 2020

Applicant Name: PM Winter Park LLC
Mailing Address: 5490 Nuthatch Road, Parker, Colorado 80134
Phone Number: 303-931-0780
Applicant is the:

E-mail Address: matt.schlaepfer@gcgfinancial.com

☐ Property Owner

☐ Other:

Street address of property for which variance is requested: 325 Northwoods Place, Winter Park, CO
Legal description of property: Lot 25, Lakota Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5 recorded at Reception No. 2018008391
Detailed description of the variance requested and an explanation of why the applicant believes the
variance should be granted (please attach additional sheets if necessary):
Please see Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein.

Indicate which conditions listed below relate to the property for which variance is requested.
Please note, the Board of Adjustment cannot grant a variance unless it finds, based on evidence, that ALL the
following conditions exist.
✔ The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if permitted to be used
☐

only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for the municipality*
✔
☐
The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances*
✔
☐
The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality*

*For each condition checked above, applicant must provide adequate supporting evidence with this application.

Please indicate which of the following facts favorable to your application apply to this request:
✔
☐
The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the specific property involved would

result in a particular hardship upon the owner as distinguished from a mere inconvenience, if the strict letter of the
regulations were carried out*
✔
☐ The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based would not be applicable, generally, to the other
property within the same zoning classification*
✔ The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make more money out of the property*
☐
✔
☐
The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently having an interest in the property*
✔
☐
The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property or
improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located*
✔
☐
The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property or substantially
increase the congestion in the public streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger the public safety or
substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood*
*For each condition checked above, applicant must provide adequate supporting evidence with this application.

Applicant Signature:

Michael J. Repucci, Authorized Representative
Please submit all materials electronically to permits@wpgov.com

Date Received:

$250 Fee Received:

Received By:

EXHIBIT A
Legal Description/Street Address of the Property:
Applicant hereby requests a variance for Lot 25 (the “Lot”) located in Lakota
Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5 recorded October 16, 2018 at Reception No.
2018008391 in the Grand County Clerk and Recorder’s Office (the “Public Records”).
The street address for the Lot is 325 Northwoods Place, Winter Park, Colorado.
Description of Variance Requested:
The site plan depicting the Lot as currently configured with a 20’ front yard
setback is shown on Schedule 1, attached hereto. The Lot may be used for Multifamily
Residential Use as provided in the Lakota Final Development Plan Application dated
September 1, 1998 and approved by the Town of Winter Park by Ordinance No. 277,
Series of 1998 recorded September 21, 1998 at Reception No. 98010148, and as amended
by Ordinance No. 287, Series of 1999 recorded May 17, 1999 at Reception No.
99005411, and as amended by Ordinance No. 289, Series of 1999 recorded June 7, 1999
at Reception No. 99006078, and as amended by Ordinance No. 356, Series of 2005
recorded September 9, 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857 (collectively, and as the same
may hereafter be further amended, the “Lakota Ordinance”). As contemplated by the
approved zoning, Applicant desires to build a duplex on the Lot. The Lakota Ordinance
provides for a 20ˊ front setback. However, the Lakota East Owners Association, a
Colorado nonprofit corporation (the “Association”) owns an existing retaining wall that
significantly encroaches into the rear portion of the Lot. The Association’s retaining wall
is structurally unsound and requires reconstruction and modification, but due to existing
grades and slope stability concerns, it is not possible to relocate the Association’s
retaining wall off the Lot. As a consequence of this unalterable condition, the front yard
setback from the Northwoods Place right-of-way must be reduced from 20ˊ as required
under the Lakota Ordinance for front loaded garage structures to 10’. Also shown on the
Schedule 1 site plan is the proposed front yard setback, which Applicant requests be
reduced to 10’ in order to accommodate the retaining wall encroachment. The proposed
building footprint on the Lot is depicted on the site plan depicted on Schedule 2, attached
hereto.
Because of the unique circumstances set forth above, Applicant hereby requests a
variance for the Lot from the 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance
for front loaded garage structures, to allow for the proposed front yard setback depicted
on Schedule 1 and Schedule 2. Contemporaneously with the submittal of this variance
application, Applicant has submitted a separate application to the Town of Winter Park
(the “Town”) to resubdivide the Lot (and other lots in the Northwoods subdivision) to
permit development that is substantially similar to the site plan depicted on Schedule 2 in
accordance with the proposed front yard setback depicted on Schedule 1 and Schedule 2
in the event this variance application is approved.
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Reasons for Variance:
As referenced above, the Association owns an unstable retaining wall that
significantly encroaches into the rear portion of the Lot. The existing retaining wall was
constructed by the previous developer of the greater Lakota Park property, and its design
and location was reviewed and approved by the Town. Based on the Town’s response to
Applicant’s CORA requests, it does not appear that the Town has preserved the original
design documents for the retaining wall, which could have assisted in verifying the
current as-built conditions and sufficiency of the original design. The subsurface
conditions, specifically the nature, extent and location of the retaining wall’s geotech
fabric, was unknown to Applicant at the time it purchased the property. To remedy the
structural issue, engineers propose removing the upper tier of the retaining wall and
modifying the lower tier (and associated grading above the lower tier) for stabilization,
but following completion of this work, the modified retaining wall, specifically, its
geotech fabric, will continue to be an encroachment into the Lot. The retaining wall
encroachment negatively affects the Lot’s current building envelope, requiring
improvements to be located toward the front of the Lot (i.e. closer to the Northwoods
Place right-of-way) within the existing 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota
Ordinance for front loaded garage structures. While Applicant did not create the
retaining wall encroachment, its continued existence detrimentally affects Applicant’s
ability to develop the Lot as contemplated by the Lakota Ordinance.
Conditions Relating to the Property for which the Variance is Requested
Below in bold (nos. 1-3, inclusive) are all of the conditions that must exist in order for
the Board of Adjustment to grant a variance. Applicant’s response to each condition is
written in italics.
1. The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return in use or service if
permitted to be used only under the conditions allowed by the regulations for
the municipality.
In the event the variance is not granted, the Lot will not be able to be developed
for multifamily residential purposes as contemplated by the Lot’s current zoning,
PD (R-2). If the 20ˊ front yard setback required under the Lakota Ordinance for
front loaded garage structures is enforced, Applicant’s ability to earn a
reasonable return in use for the Lot will be significantly impaired.
2. The plight of the owner is due to unusual circumstances.
The plight of Applicant is due to unusual circumstances because the cause for the
variance originates from an unstable encroaching retaining wall (now owned by
the Association) that was constructed by the previous developer of the greater
Lakota Park property. While Applicant did not create the retaining wall
encroachment, its continued existence detrimentally affects Applicant’s ability to
develop the Lot as contemplated by the Lakota Ordinance. Attached as Schedule
{00494292 / 1 }
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3 is additional information provided by Applicant’s geotechnical engineer, Kumar
& Associates, Inc., concerning the instability of the current retaining wall and
recommending that there should be no interaction between the geotech fabric and
the proposed duplex foundation, as interaction would destroy the integrity of the
retaining wall system.
3. The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.
The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality as a
multifamily residential neighborhood. The density and architecture will remain
unchanged. The proposed building will be located slightly closer to the
Northwoods Place right-of-way boundary, but this will have virtually no effect on
the character of the overall neighborhood. Attached as Schedule 2 is a
preliminary site plan depicting these conditions and the proposed building
footprint.
Applicable Facts Favorable to Variance Application Request
Below in bold are applicable facts to Applicant’s variance application. Applicant’s
response in support of each fact is written in italics.
1. The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of
the specific property involved would result in a particular hardship upon the
owner as distinguished from a mere inconvenience, if the strict letter of the
regulations were carried out.
The surrounding topography requires a retaining wall for structural support, but
the Association’s retaining wall significantly encroaches upon portions of the Lot.
If the strict letter of the Lakota Ordinance is carried out, there will be particular
hardship because Applicant will be significantly and adversely impacted in its
ability to develop the Lot for multifamily residential purposes permitted by the
Lakota Ordinance. Not only will there be hardship to Applicant, but there will
also be hardship to the greater community of Winter Park, as there will be less
housing options available to the Town’s residents.
2. The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based would not be
applicable, generally, to the other property within the same zoning
classification.
The conditions upon which the petition for a variance is based are site specific
and not applicable to any other property located in the same zone classification of
P-D (R-2) other than the portions of Applicant’s property within which the
Association’s retaining walls currently encroach.
3. The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make
more money out of the property.
{00494292 / 1 }
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The purpose of the variation is not based primarily upon a desire to make more
money out of the Lot; rather, the purpose of the variation is to develop the Lot
consistent with the purposes for which it is zoned (multifamily residential, i.e. P-D
(R-2) zoning) as contemplated by the terms of the Lakota Ordinance.
4. The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person
presently having an interest in the property.
As explained above, the hardship Applicant faces was not created by Applicant,
who is the sole owner of title to the Lot. To the contrary, the cause for the
variance originates from the retaining wall issue, which was created by (a) the
previous owner and developer of the greater Lakota Park property, who failed to
construct a stable and appropriately sized retaining wall on property titled in the
Association, and (b) the Association, who currently owns the wall and has failed
to maintain the retaining wall in a safe, structurally sound manner on its own
property.
5. The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare
or injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in
which the property is located.
The granting of the variation would not be detrimental to the public welfare or
injurious to the other property or improvements in the neighborhood. As
previously discussed, the only change resulting from the variance is that proposed
residential improvements will be located slightly closer to the Northwoods Place
right-of-way boundary. Nothing detrimental or injurious will occur to the
neighborhood as a result of the reduced front yard setback. The variation will not
alter the essential character of the locality as a multifamily residential
neighborhood. The density and architecture will remain unchanged. The
buildings’ modified locations will have virtually no impact on the character of the
overall neighborhood.
6. The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to
adjacent property or substantially increase the congestion in the public
streets or increase the danger of fire or endanger the public safety or
substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood.
The proposed variation will not impair the supply of light and air to adjacent
property nor will it increase any congestion in the public streets, increase the
danger of fire, endanger the public safety or diminish or impair property values
within the neighborhood. Rather, the proposed variation is entirely consistent
with the intent and character of the Lakota Park property.
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MAP FOR SETBACK VARIANCE,
PROPOSED LOTS 19, 22 AND 25 OF
A PROPOSED RE-PLAT OF LAKOTA PARK
SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION NO. 5
TOWN OF WINTER PARK,
GRAND COUNTY, COLORADO

TRACT B

OPEN SPACE

TRACT B
OPEN SPACE

TRACT 1A

NORTH WOODS
PLACE
(35' R.O.W.)
A.K.A. TRACT 1

LOT 104
LAKOTA
PARK
DRIVE
(35' R.O.W.)
A.K.A. TRACT 2

LOT 105

LOT 16
LOT 106
TRACT S2

2390 South Lipan Street
Denver, CO 80223
phone: (303) 742-9700
fax: (303) 742-9666
email: kadenver@kumarusa.com
www.kumarusa.com
Office Locations: Denver (HQ), Parker, Colorado Springs, Fort Collins, Glenwood Springs, and Summit County, Colorado

September 4, 2019
PMWP Development Company
Attention: Mr. Matt Schlaepfer
5490 Nuthatch Road
Parker, Colorado 80134
Subject:

Existing Segmental Retaining Wall; Lakota Northwoods Downslope Duplexes; Lots 19
& 20, 22 & 23, and 25 & 26; Lakota Park Subdivision; Northwoods Place; Winter Park,
Colorado
Project No. 18-1-523

Dear Mr. Schlaepfer:
As requested by Todd Mohr of Windham Project Services, Ltd., Kumar & Associates, Inc. (K+A)
is providing a summary of the telephone discussion regarding the downslope lots of the subject
location. The conference call took place June 27, 2019, and the participants included Marc Hogan
and Jamie Pawlak of BHH Partners, Craig Kobe and Eric Dunbar of JVA, Todd Mohr of Windham
and myself. We discussed solutions for the interaction of the residences and the retaining wall.
K+A previously provided geotechnical engineering studies for the referenced lots under Project
Nos. 18-1-523.06, 18-1-523.07, and 18-1-523.08. The deck foundations of all the residences, as
well as a portion of the main structure foundation of Lot 23, appear to be within the limits of the
reinforcement of the upper retaining wall tier. Below is a summary of the action items for the
development of the subject lots:


The reinforcement grid is anticipated to extend 13 to 14 feet behind the wall. No
interaction should occur between the residential foundations and the reinforcement grid
for the retaining walls.



The preliminary design of the residences was for a garden level. The lower level of the
residences should be designed as a walk-out with removal of the upper tier of the wall or
reduction in the height of the wall. The reduction in the height of the wall and associated
grading should be designed by a civil engineer.



The residences should be lowered by one foot to reduce the height of the wall below the
residences.



The residences should be moved closer to North Woods Drive so that the foundations will
be outside of the reinforcement zone of the lower tier wall (may require a variance).



The findings will be discussed with the Lakota Subdivision Homeowners Association.
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